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Let G be a finite group and U = U(7LG) be the unit group of the integral group ring 7LG. Let
H be the normal subgroup of U generated by the unit groups of the cyclic subgroup rings. It is
proved that, under certain restrictions on G, H has finite index in U. The main tools are a
theorem of Bass concerning K1(7LG) and a theorem of Margulis on discrete subgroups of Lie
groups.
1. Introduction
Let G be a finite group and cg the family of cyclic subgroups of G. It has been
proved by Bass [1, Theorem 5] that the images of the unit groups zex, eE cg,
under the natural map j: ZG x -;> K1(ZG) generate a subgroup of finite index in
that latter group. More precisely, the following holds:
Fix a multiple f of cp(m), where m is the exponent of G and cp the Euler
function. For any s, t E G such that (s) = (t), let s = t' and d = o(s) = oCt). Then
rf ;;; 1 mod d and we can form
[e(s)/e(t)](f) = (1 + t + ... + (-l)f + 1- rf (1 + t + ... + td- 1)
d
EZ(t) cZG.
These elements are mapped to cyclotomic units by all characters of (t), hence are
units of ZG.
Theorem 1.1 (Bass). The images of the [e(s)/e(t)](f) in K1(7LG) generate
Q0K1(ZG) as a Q-vector space. 0
Consequently, as K1(7LG) is finitely generated, they generate a subgroup of
finite index in K1(ZG). Bass also gives defining relations for these generators.
The proof relies, on the one hand, on an independence theorem by Franz for
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cyclotomic units, which is, in the last resort, a consequence of the nonvanishing of
certain Gauss sums and L-functions; on the other hand it relies on the Artin
induction theorem (which is essentially a similar statement for Ko) and an exact
sequence connecting KoC71.G) and K j (7l.G), also proved in [1].
The question is near at hand, and has been raised by Sehgal, whether an
analogous statement holds for the unit group U = 7l.G x itself. The first noncom-
mutative examples (with dihedral groups) show that the subgroup of U generated
by the 7l.C x , C E ee, cannot have, in general, finite index in U. The purpose of this
paper is to prove
Theorem 1.2. Assume that G has no factor group occuring in the following list:
(i) A nonabelian extension
(Ck denotes the cyclic group of order k) with mE {3, 4, 6} and k E {2, 4, 6};
(ii) An extension
(Qm denotes the (generalized) quaternion group of order 4m) with m E {2, 3} and
k E {2, 3,4, 6};
(iii) An extension
with k E {2, 4, 6} and C(E) = Ck .
Then the normal subgroup H of U generated by the 7l.C x, C E C6?, has finite index in
U.
The condition imposed on G guarantees - as the discussion in Section 3 will
show - that all the simple components of QG coming from a 2-dimensional
representation of G are of the following form:
(1) A totally definite quaternion algebra;
(2) M2(K), where the algebraic number field K has infinitely many units;
(3) Central over a totally complex field with infinitely many units.
In particular, we have
Corollary 1.3. If G has odd order, then H has finite index in U. 0
As the examples in Section 4 show, the restriction on G can be weakened, but
it will be seen from what follows that different arguments are needed to treat the
remaining cases.
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The difficulty of the question answered by Theorem 1.2 comes from the fact
that one can hardly overview how the commutative rings TLC are mixed up in 7l..G.
The role of Theorem 1.1 in our proof is precisely to circumvent this difficulty by
reducing to an analogous statement about the norm-1 groups of the simple
components of QG, where we can apply
Theorem 1.4 (Margulis). Let G l , ... , Gn be almost simple, simply connected,
noncompact algebraic groups over R or C and r a discrete subgroup of Gl X .•. X
Gn of finite covolume , satisfying the conditions
(I) For J c;;;, {1, ... , n}, F n TI;EJ G; is finite ('irreducibility'), and
(RG) If rank G; = 1, then the projection of r to G; is dense in G;.
Then every noncentral normal subgroup of r has finite index in r. 0
Visibly, Theorem 1.4 lies at the heart of the matter, in fact, the proof of
Theorem 1.2 is essentially a combination of Theorems 1.1 and 1.4.
Theorem 1.4 holds under much more general circumstances; the formulation
given here is made ad hoc for our purpose; see [17].
However, we need a slight generalization of Theorem 1.4 not mentioned in [17]
allowing the G;'s to have finite fundamental groups. It is easily seen that the
assertion of Theorem 1.4 carries over to ~his case: let G; be a simply connected
covering group of G; with projection Pi: G;~ G j and let
Then all the hypotheses carryover to p -l(r) (the finiteness of the fundamental
groups is needed for (I)), and if X < r is noncentral and normal, then the same
holds for p -leX) < p -\T). By Theorem 1.4, p -leT) Ip -leX) is finite, hence also
FIX.
Some rank-1 cases not satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4 can be handled
by
Theorem 1.5 (Serre). Let R be the ring of integers of an algebraic number field and
assume that R X is infinite. Then any subgroup ofSliR), different from ±1, whose
normalizer has finite index in Slz(R), is itself of finite index. 0
See [6, Theorem 3]. Theorem 1.5 is not valid without the hypothesis concerning
R X • E.g., if m~6, one knows that the normal subgroup of Slz(£:) generated by
(~ ~) has infinite index; see [12, p. 145]. However, I do not know about
analogous results in the imaginary-quadratic case.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
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Step 1. Choose (absolutely) irreducible representations Pi' i = 1, ... , h, such
that
"p=plx.·.xp,,:QG=ITA i, Ai=pJQG)
i~l
is the decomposition of QG into simple components. Let Ai:;) Pi(7LG) be maximal
orders, A = II~=l Ap and r = {x E p(QG) IAx c p(ZG)} the conductor of p(7LG)
in A; r is the largest A-ideal contained in p(ZG), and is actually two-sided. As A
contains all the central idempotents, r splits into a direct sum r = III;. Then
V; = (1 + r;) n A: is a congruence group contained in p;(7LG)X and in the chain
IT Ui C p(U) cIT Pi(U) c A x
all indices are finite.
Let K i be the center of A; and Ai the kernel of the reduced norm map
nrAilKj : A;~ K:; we denote by an upper index 1 the intersection of a subgroup
of A; with Ai. Let R i be the integral domain of Ki ; R; is the center of A;. As
nr(A;) contains all VIA;: KI-powers of elements of R;, the group R; . Ai, an
almost direct product, has finite index in A;. Hence II R: .Ai has finite index in
A x. Now let C = ceU) and
U l == {x E Uldet Pi(X) = 1, all i} .
Then p(e) C II R: , p(V l ) c I1A~, by Step 3 below, and it follows that CUl has
~~~~~if .
Step 2. Let u E C. By Theorem 1.1, there is a power uP and an hE H such that
j(uP)=j(h) or uPh-lEker j. By definition of K l , there is.an nEN such that
is a commutator in Gl ll (7LG). But then det p(uPh- l ) =1 for all matrix representa-
tions pof G. As C is finitely generated, it follows that a subgroup CH < C of finite
index is contained in HU 1. It therefore suffices to prove that H 1 = H nul has
finite index in U 1.
Step 3. For all i, we have
(a) deg P; = VIA;: Kil,
(b) for all x E QG, det Pi(X) = nrA;lKj(Pi(X)) .
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Proof. (a) This is [4, Corollary 70.10].
(b) Let L ::::) K; be a splitting field of A i and 'P; an isomorphism 'P; : L ® K
i
A; =
Mdeg pJL); then by definition
nrA;IK;(P;(X)) = det 'P;(1 ® p;(x)) ,
independent of 'P; by Skolem-Noether. But L ®K Ai is simply the enveloping
algebra of p;(G) over L, and 1® pJx) is nothing el~e but the matrix pJx) viewed
as an element of L ®K
i
Ai' 0
Step 4. We now show: under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 every noncentral
normal subgroup of A.~ has finite index in A.~, i = 1, ... ,h. If deg Pi := 1, then
A.~ = 1, and there is nothing to prove. Assume deg Pi = 2. The discussion in
Section 3 will show that one of the following holds:
(1) A; is a totally definite quaternion algebra;
(2) A; = M 2(KJ and R; infinite;
(3) K; is totally complex and R;x infinite.
In case (1), an easy and classical argument shows that A.~ is finite (see [7] and
[10]). In case (2), A.~ = SI2(R;), and we can use Theorem 1.5. In case (3), form
A;®QR = I1M2(C),
u
where v runs over the infinite primes of K;. A.~ is then a discrete subgroup of
llu Slz(C); the covolume is finite by [2, Theorem 7.8]. Condition (I) is clearly
satisfied since the projection of Ai ®Q 1 to any of the factors of IIv MiG) is even
injective. It follows from [18, Theorem 1.1. (2), p. 104] that the projection of A.~
to every proper subproduct of IIu Slz(C) is dense. As K; has at least 2 infinite
primes, it follows that condition (RG) of Theorem 1.4 is satisfied. (One sees that
this argument breaks down if K; = Q or imaginary quadratic). Hence Theorem
1.4 applies.
If n = deg Pi> 2, we argue' essentially in the same way. A.~ is embedded as a
discrete irreducible subgroup of finite covolume in a product
where H denotes the skew field of quaternions. (Actually, no mixing of compo-
nents of different types can occur.) Tll::::se are almost simple groups of rank 2: 2 if
n > 2, and by Iwasawa decomposition their fundamental groups are those of their
maximal cQmpact subg~oups So(n), -Su(n) and Sp(n/2); we have 1T1(Sp(n)) = 1,
n 2: 1, 1T1(Su(n)) =1, n?; 2, and 1Tl(So(n)) = Z/2Z, n 2:3, whereas 1T1(So(2)) = Z
(see· [3, Chapter 9]). Again Theorem 1.4 applies. As in The9rem 1.4 we can
replace r by any subgroup of finite index, the result of this step is valid for p;{U)l
1 -
and U j equally well.
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Step 5. We want to show that p(H i ) contains a direct product IT Hi> where the Hi
have finite index in V}; of course we need to consider only those i for which
Ai¥Ki·
pi(R)1 is normal in Pi(V)1 and noncentral: clearly pi(R)1 contains Pi(G)t, and if
this would be central, then from the sequence
it would follow that the factor gro~p of Pie G) modulo its center is cyclic which is
impossible since Pie G) is nonabelian. By the result of Step 4, pi(H)1 has finite
index in pJV)t, hence pi(H)1 n V} has finite index in U}.
Now view Pi(V) and vi as subgroups of AX ; i.e. identify Pi(U) with
(1, ... , Pi(V), ... ,1). Then [p(H), Vi] = [pi(R), vi] c p(R I ) n vi, because
p(H) is normalized by vi, vi is normal even in Ar, and these commutators have
components 1 at all indices j¥ i. Hence p(R I ) contains, a fortiori, the product
IT Hi' where R i = [pi(H) n V}, Vi].
We have seen already that pi(R) n vi has finite index in vi. Let us show that
[V ii, V}] has finite index in V}. By Step 4 again, it suffices to show that [V i,V:]
is noncentral. But V}, being of finite index in Ai, is still Zariski-dense in Ai; if
[Vi, vi] c Kt, then also [Ai, Ail c Kt n Ai = v'IA i : Kil-th roots of 1 in Ki
which is wrong (note again that this fails if Ai = M2 (Q), because in that case the
vi will be congruence groups in SI2(Z) and free). Now the proof is concluded by
the following purely group-theoretical
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a group, E/[E, E] finite and A < E a normal subgroup of
finite index. Then also [A, E] has finite index in E.
Proof. Reducing mod [A, E], we have A = A/[A, E] C E:= E/[A, E], and A is
central in B. As iJJ.X is finite, a theorem of Schur (see [15, Theorem 4.2, p. 39])
shows that [E, B] = [E, E]/[A, E] is finite; as also E/[E, E] is finite, we are
done. 0
3. The case deg Pi = 2
In this section we examine more closely the simple factors Ai of QG coming
from 2-dimensional representations of G. We must show that, if G has no factor
group in the list given in Theorem 1.2, then all such Ai occur in the list given in
Step 4 of Section 2. For this purpose we use the classical description of the finite
subgroups of GliiC) , as given in [6, Theorem 26.1]. In the following discussion G
plays the role of the previous PieG) with Pi two-dimensional.
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a finite nonabelian subgroup of GI2(C). Then one of the
following is true:
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(a) G has a normal abelian subgroup of index 2;
(b) G/C(G) is isomorphic to A 4, S4 or S5' and the center C(G) consists of
scalar matrices. 0
Let us put SG = G n SI2 (iC).
(i) Assume that SG is commutative. Then SG = (x) must be cyclic of order,
say, m, and we can assume that x =a~-l), where ~ is a primitive mth root of
unity. From the sequence
1~ SG~ G~det G~l
we see that G is metacyclic, having a presentation
G / I m 1 s t -1 ')= \ x, y x = ,y = x ,Y xy = x .
Here m # 1, 2 and r # 1, since otherwise G would be abelian. It is elementary to
deduce that y must be of the form y = (~ ~), while r =-1. Conjugating with
(~ ~-l) we can assume that y = (~ t), where J.L is, say, a primitive lth root of
unity; 1#2, because otherwise y E SG. Evidently, o(y) = 2/, and G is an ex-
tension
if I is odd, and
G del C 11~Cm~ ) I~
if I is even.
Let K be the center of the enveloping algebra Q(G); K is generated by the
traces of G, and one sees that K = Q(( + C 1). If 1#1, 3, 4, 6, then K is
certainly totally complex with infinitely many units. If l = 1, then G is a dihedral
group, and Q(G) = M 2 (Q( (+ C 1 )) (see [9]); G can be exceptional for Theorem
1.2 if m = 3,4, 6. If l = 3, 4, 6, then K is imaginary quadratic exactly for m = 3,4,
6. Hence we find the exceptions (i) of Theorem 1.2.
(ii) Now assume SG non-commutative. We first treat case (a) of Theorem 3.1
and let N be the normal abelian subgroup of index 2. Then we have an exact
sequence
1~Nn SG~SG~ C2~1,
and by the arguments used in case (i) one finds the SG is generated by two
matrices
but now n == -1 as y E SG, and we see that SO is a generalized quaternion group
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Qm' where m =oU) if oU) is odd and m =0(0/2 if 0(0 is even. G is then an
extension
. -1Let K be the center of Q(G); clearly K contains ~ + ( and the kth roots of
unity. Then K is totally complex with infinitely many units except possibly in the
cases
mE {2, 3}, k E {1, 2,3,4, 6} and m > 3 arbitrary, k E: {l, 2} .
If k = 1, then Q(G) is a totally definite quaternion algebra (see [10]). If m > 3,
then K contains infinitely many units; being Galois over 0 this field is totally real
or totally complex; anyway, we are in case (1) or (3) of our list. For the
remaining combinations, which are precisely those excluded in the theorem, one
can easily write down groups G such that Q(G) is none of the required types, e.g.
G = (Q2' (~ ~), G = (Q2' (t3 ~3); K is imaginary quadratic.
Now we turn to case (b) of Theorem 3.1. As neither A 4 (the tetrahedral group)
nor S4 (octahedral group) nor As (icosahedral group) have irreducible 2-dimen-
sional representations, it will be their 'binary' forms which actually occur, Le.
matrix groups which are mod ±l isomorphic to A 4 , S4 and As. The matrix
representations used below are taken from [11, §§101-103]. They are at once
recognized as consisting of quaternions, these being realized as
it follows that their envelopping algebras over Ql, denoted by B in all cases, are
totally definite quaternion algebras over their centers.
(i) G/C(G)::::= A 4 • The binary tetrahedral group is realized as
B is the usual quaternion algebra over Ql, ramified at (Xl and 2. Let Ck be the
center of G; G is not covered by Theorem 1.2 iff the kth roots of unity generate
an imaginary quadratic field, i.e. for k = 3, 4, 6.
(ii) G/C(G)::::= S4' The binary octahedral group is realized as
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This time, B is the usual quaternion algebra over 10(\1'2), ramified at the two
infinite primes of this field.
(iii) G/C(G) =As. The binary icosahedral group is realized as
B is the usual quaternion algebra over 10(\15), ramified at the two infinite primes.
In cases (ii) and (iii), Q(G) is either case (1) or (3) of the list. This completes the
proof of Theorem 1.2. 0
4. Examples
Example 4.1. G = D3 • We take from [5] the following description of the units of
augmentation 1 of lLD3 :
V= r(3) XI D3 ,
where T(3) denotes the congruence group mod 3 in SlzClL) , free on the generators
A= G~), (4 -3)c= 3 -2 '
A = (1 4)
° 1 '
D=(-19 12)
-8 5'
and D3 is realized as (X=(~ :::~), S=(~ :::~). The operation of D3 on T(3) is
given by
CX=A,
In this case the elements of lLC x , C E cg, are just ±D3• It suffices to show that the
intersection rH of the normal subgroup generated by D3 with r(3) has finite
index in r(3). rH contains the commutators [M, p] = MpM-1p -\ ME r(3),
p E D3 • One sees that mod TH we have A == B == C and A2 == 1. Hence
Ir(3)/rHI:5 2.
Example 4.2. G === D4' Again U (which has been studied in [13]) is essentially a
subgroup of G12,(lL), containing as a subgroup of finite index the group
(r(4), M), where M= (; i). r(4) is free on the five generators
B-(l 0) _(-3 8)
- 4 l' C - -8 21 '
E = (9 -16).
4 -7'
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D4 is realized as (X= (~ -~), S = (~ ~)), and the operation of D4 on r(4) is
given by
AX = B- 1 , B X = A-I,
As in Example 4.1, the 7l.Cx, C E ce, are just the trivial units ±.D4 • Again let rH
be the intersection of the normal subgroup of (r(4), M)D4 , generated by D 4 ,
with r(4). Then modrH we have A=B-\ C;;;;=A- 1E- 1DB etc., but rH
contains also the commutators
Hence mod rH we have the additional relations
Now one can figure out that Ir(4)/rHI <00. It is worth mentioning that the
normal subgroup of r(4)D4 generated by D4 has infinite index.
The reader will have noted that the arguments in the examples suggest a
general group-theoretic question which is perhaps of interest in its own right. Let
F be a (finitely generated) group, G a (finite) subgroup of Aut(F) and H the
subgroup of F generated by the elements [M, g] = Mg(M- 1) (these are com-
mutators in the semidirect product F XI G). The formulae
show that H is a normal subgroup of F, fixed by G; evidently F/H is the largest
factor group of F on which G operates trivially. Problem: give sufficient condi-
tions for F/H being finite. The present examples indicate that this problem is a
subtle One. The functorial approach to it leads to non-abelian homology.
It does not follow from these examples that we can eliminate D 3 and D 4 from
condition (i) of Theorem 1.2. If D3 or D4 is merely a factor group of G, and Pi is
the 2-dimensional representation of G which factors through it, then by Jacobin-
ski's conductor formula [14, Theorem 41.3] the group U~ is the congruence group
mod IGj /2. Apart from this we have no hold on Pi(U), because the inclusion
p/U) C (Pi(71.G))X is in general proper; even for cyclic G it is hard to tell how big
the image of U is in the unit group of a component.
5. Remark
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Finally it should be pointed out that the index IU :HI and the structure of the
factor group U/H may well be of interest. This is indicated by the following result
of Hoechsmann and Sehgal [8]: if A is an elementary abelian p-group and p is
regular, then the natural homomorphism
IT U(c)~ U(A)
CE'Iii
(where U denotes the units of the integral group ring modulo torsion) is an
isomorphism. It has been proved by Hoechsmann that this is no longer true for
non-regular p.
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